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About This Game

Tap to jump on moving platforms and travel the sky. Don’t fall, it hurts! Seriously!!

FEATURES:
- Addictive one-touch gameplay.

- 30 built-in characters with cute blocky style.
- Daily reward system.

- Easy achievments
- Custom achievements
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Title: Sky Jump
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Easy game
Publisher:
Game for people
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows xp sp2

Processor: Pentium® 4 1.5 GHz / Athlon® XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 210 590Mhz

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 200 MB available space
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If you had played alien shooter, this is almost like alien shooter. I even feel one of the campaign level is almost like one
campaign level in alien shooter's map.

It is OK. Maybe the difference between this and alien shooter is your enemy: zombie or alien.

Buy this if it is on sale and bundle with Alien Shooter. Seriously.. Really solid puzzle adventure game. I knew it'll be good based
on the trailer. Well I hoped it'll be and it is.

Good classic gameplay, nice medium difficulty puzzles which makes sense. Some harder puzzles will force you to play a
detective. Which is a good thing.

The art is great. Really matches the tone of the game and world.

The story is very strong in the game. I enjoyed it immensely. It has it's nice twists and I like when the story can surprise me.

Loved the game and highly recommend it!. This game is such a nostalgia, I was depressed when I couldn't launch it on Windows
8 by the time of 2014, but iuts so wonderful to look back at it, it can ran smoothly on windows 10 now! Its so nice to hear that! I
really appreciate it!. What did I just play. 10/10 would send the schoolboy to get drunkalone again 11/10 IGN. A 2D shmup
where Mario jumping meets Jeff Minter-esque shooting. It also feels a like a rhythm action title with the bouncing to the music
whilst shooting. It shouldn't work in practice but the Devs have pulled it off in a playable slick package. Great!. I first saw this
game on my friends iPhone and was surprised how much fun this simple game can be. Navigating planes to their airfield,
without causing a crash sounds easy, but once your screen is filled with a good dozen different aircrafts, you start to get nervous
as your eyes have to be everywhere.
Not much else to do, its just for fun to see how good you can do, but a nice thing in between.
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TL;DR, IMO - don't buy.

Or hey if you've got 10$ and some time to waste, I'm just some guy, do what you want.
--------------------------------
I had the first version of this game and I liked the concept but the game litterally stopped working for me and I could not play.

When I saw this pop up I was excited to be able to play again and to see what they've done with it since the version I had some
years ago.

With this version, the positive is that I can actually play.

The negative is pretty much everything else.

It's just not enjoyable enough for me to keep it installed or recommend it over other similar titles. There are just too many other
games out there that do what this game is trying to do better and resulting in more fun.

Since last game, It seems like they've added some mobs, some guns, a new store and some 'quests' which amount to walking an
object from one place to another, or killing some enemies that spawn in at some specific location.

But its still buggy and the core gameplay hasn't changed at all.

What I was expecting from the last game was a de-bugged and smooth experience, what I got was some 10
cent♥♥♥♥♥♥glitter features. Fix your damn game and then worry about what different kinds of mobs or guns you can put in.

Today I spent an hour straight looking through buildings to not find one piece of loot (which I get) but there was also not a
single mob either. Just nothing for like a whole hour.

The graphics are really bad. Jaggies everywhere even on fully maxed out video settings and just all kinds of graphical glitches.
For example sometimes when you open the esc menu it puts this blurry transparent filter over the background like it should
(looks decent as well) but when you close the menu--- your in-game vision is still blurry ---and you have to go into the video
settings, change a setting and then hit apply for it to de-blur. It does the same thing when you go prone on top (yes on top, you
can't swim in the water, only walk across the top) which then puts your player models head underwater, blurring your vision.

And for whatever reason when I turned off some of the lighting effects, I had this brown smudge-like thing on the side of my
screen for like the 4 hours I played that session.

The props are placed horrible, there are areas clearly ment for you to get to, but they are a pain because the player models
collide with some of the props weird and you end up having to like jump on the railings of stairs to climb them, instead of just
walking up the stairs. It feels like the hitbox for the player is like misshapen or something. I glitched through a couple walls in
one of the safe areas as well.

There are so many dumb areas you can get stuck in with no way out as well, and you can only kill yourself once a day to
respawn, otherwise you have to just hope something kills you.

The gun mechanics and specifically the ADS feel really bad. For example, when scoping in on a scoped weapon it feels
incredibly granular and not smooth. Like your crosshairs are being snapped onto some imaginary pixels and you can never rest it
in-between these snap points. I've played a good deal of shooters and I don't know of one that feels that gross to ADS.

Also when you ADS with the shotgun the sights are like an inch up and an inch to the left of where the actual center of the
screen is.

The NPC's are glitchy and inconsistent. From animations not playing properly (freezing, T-pose etc) to general AI dumbness.
Sometimes not dropping loot or giving XP. Sometimes you can jog right past NPC's without them even flinching, and
sometimes they just spawn right behind you. Sometimes for some of them your mele weapon hits just simply do not register like
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I'm playing morrowind or something.

Once today, trying to kill myself to re-spawn in a safe zone, I ran up to a large NPC and went prone, only to have the NPC
teleport *away* from me and then de-aggro.

The movement mechanics are frustrating. For example when you stop moving, you move ahead a little bit after you let go of W
or S , and sometimes its like your W key is stuck virtually, this glitch has caused me to fall off of ledges and loose all my loot a
few times now.

The menus feel bad as well, not releasing your mouse from controlling your view until a moment or two after whatever menu
window you're opening has finished loading.

----------------------------

And then if you can get past all the glitches and bugs, the meta of the game seems to be to camp outside of the most popular
safe zones which is entirely not newbie friendly.

I really wanted to like this but it's just not my kind of fun.

I say save your money, there are better executions of this kind of game.. more maps and better sound pls still really good. (The
below video is of my FIRST first impressions of the gameplay, the review after more time spent with it follows)

https:\/\/youtu.be\/WJHWQtyeRLg

A novel one on one fighter in the vein of Bushido Blade, Dive Kick and Nidhogg where the key to victory is not with insane
complex combos or special moves but with quick timing and anticipating your opponent's own moves because as the title
implies, it only takes ONE STRIKE to down a combatant.

While it appears relatively simple on the surface, each fighter has their own unqiue movements and attacks, making for a variety
of match ups and thus strategies. In the mold of "easy to learn, hard to master", it actually makes it a sell for both casual and
hardcore players as multiplayer with friends can easily add as much depth as you are prepared to give it in return. Full
disclosure, I was only able to play a sizable amount of the single player only, yet the appeal of verses mode is clear.

Against the AI, it did provide a good challenge, with multiple difficulties and modes including arcade and tournaments. While
there is a great variety to each fighter in terms of both movement and attacks, adding further to different strategies, I did find
some easier to play as than others. In one case not only was I able to stream roll through arcade with ease, when the AI played as
the same character, they also did the same to me. As a result, I do question some balance. Granted, there may perhaps be a
strategy to it but when the AI also struggles I am left wondering. However this is far from a deal breaker, rather something I
personally noticed in single player at the time.

The presentation is an interesting mix of 8-bit graphics yet 16-32-bit music that will not be for everyone but I'll argue it is fitting
with the simple but effective gameplay and overall charming style. There is also very well hand drawn art that somewhat clashes
with the pixels but it does add character to each fighter. Despite the pixelated visuals, there is variety and distinct colour, with
really only a couple of level and character combination blending a tad more than the rest. The music though is pretty stand out
and nails the vibe it is going for, a particular point of praise!

Overall, it does effectively combine an retro-presentation with well crafted timing-based fighting gameplay, making it perfect
for enoyable bursts and no doubt more fun with friends, potentially with even more depth and length. At a very low price point,
I would recommend trying it for yourself and supporting this developer.

Great stuff!. Zero stars. This game looks good but that is all it has going for it since it needs to fool gamers into buying it! I just
played it for the first time and I'm running from some banshee chic, but my avatar runs out of breath of I run for to long.
Nothing in the environment reacts to the interact button, the story is a bunch of stills which I can forgive but to call a game "like
the classic survival horrror games of old" can only be true if the classic Resident Evil, and Silent Hill games sucked!!!!! This
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game has no atmospherte, no patients for building up tension and is just plain bad. Don't buy this one. Torrent the game and
then delete it because this is how bad it sucks.. Cute game that is just the right length for what it offers. Gameplay is pretty
basic: explore an island with a big house on it and look for items to collect and people to use those items on to solve their
problems. The time travel aspect gives the game a neat premise that is delivered on in the <2 hours it takes to complete. My
biggest complaint is that there is quite a bit of repeated and sometime tedious exploration needed to find the right item or event
to trigger the story to move on. On the other hand, there are a few action segments that break this tedium up quite nicely. I will
note that when you first explore the house it can seem confusing, but if you pause and look at the map it will help you imagine
the layout much better. Otherwise it feels like you're moving through a 3D space in 2D quite strangely.. Absolutely loved this
game! These types of games are why I always automatically buy everything by Artifex Mundi! Beautiful graphics, voice acting
is great, story is interesting, and no errors that I noticed. Nothing was glitchy or bugged. Great overall experience. If you you
like hidden object puzzles, this is a must try!. this game can run in windows 10, just do a little extra work. First, press win + r,
then enter regedit,
 open files by this way HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\SOFTWARE\\KoeiTecmo\\Nobunaga12PK\\Configs.
in the left side, find width and leagth bar. change the value to your current resolution. because the game is old, so it doesnt
support high resolution. when the game runs, there should be a cg at the beginning, if you still can't see it, change the value of
texture depth to 32, it might help.
i successfully run this game in my new win 10 system, so the game definitely can run in win10. so don't worry about it. if you
have any problem that i didnt list , just ask me i am happy to give some help.

win10\u4e5f\u662f\u53ef\u4ee5\u73a9\u7684\uff0c\u53ea\u662f\u53ef\u80fd\u8981\u9ebb\u70e6\u4e00\u70b9\u70b9\uff0c\
u5148\u53bb\u5f00\u59cb\u83dc\u5355\u641c\u7d22cmd\uff0c\u7136\u540e\u8f93\u51faregedit\uff0c\u7136\u540e\u4f9d\u
6b21\u6253\u5f00HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\SOFTWARE\\KoeiTecmo\\Nobunaga12PK\\Configs\uff08\u53ef\u4ee5\u76f4\
u63a5\u590d\u5236\u5230\u8def\u5f84\u680f\u91cc\uff09\uff0c\u627e\u5230width\u9879\u548clength\u9879\uff0c\u4fee\u
6539\u6210\u4f60\u60f3\u8981\u7684\u5206\u8fa8\u7387\u5c31\u884c\uff0c\u56e0\u4e3a\u8fd9\u6e38\u620f\u5f88\u8001\
u4e86\uff0c\u5206\u8fa8\u7387\u592a\u9ad8\u4e5f\u4e0d\u884c\uff0c\u6211\u670b\u53cb\u76841980*1080\u4e0d\u80fd\u
8fd0\u884c,\u5bf9\u4e86\uff0c\u518d\u8bf4\u4e00\u53e5\uff0c\u8fd8\u8981\u5148\u8fd0\u884c\u4e00\u904d\uff0c\u4e0d\
u7136\u627e\u4e0d\u5230\u6ce8\u518c\u8868\u7684\uff0c\u65e0\u8bba\u80fd\u4e0d\u80fd\u6b63\u786e\u8fd0\u884c\u90f
d\u6ca1\u6709\u5173\u7cfb\uff0c\u53ea\u8981\u8fd0\u884c\u4e00\u6b21\u5c31\u597d\uff0cwin10\u786e\u5b9a\u53ef\u4ee
5\u8fd0\u884c\u7684\uff0c\u6211\u91cd\u88c5\u5b8c\u7cfb\u7edf\u4e4b\u540e\u5728\u5168\u65b0\u7684\u7cfb\u7edf\u75
28\u6211\u7684\u529e\u6cd5\u6210\u529f\u4e86
ps\u521a\u521a\u53d1\u73b0\u8fd8\u53ef\u4ee5\u4fee\u6539\u4e00\u4e0b\u6570\u503c\u91cc\u9762\u7684texture
depth\u4ece16\u523032\u6211\uff0c\u7136\u540e\u5c31\u53ef\u4ee5\u770bCG\u4e86
\u5982\u679c\u4f9d\u65e7\u672a\u6210\u529f\uff0c\u53ef\u4ee5\u52a0\u6211\u597d\u53cb\uff0c\u6211\u5f88\u4e50\u610
f\u63d0\u4f9b\u5e2e\u52a9. Buggy mess. Expect to rename/re-expot all your cards or create new Tabletopsim links every new
update. New versions always introduce bugs and some are critical - after that bugs dont get fixed for months. (lastest bug with
expot to TTS now 2 months old). This programm poorly works for any serious attempt even at prototyping card game, let alone
any retail card designs. For a side scroller platformer, this is highly (I guess lowly maybe a better word for it) under-rated game.
I've said it before and I'll reiterate, to give a game a bad rating for bugs that are later fixed down the road and not update your
rating is just poor judgement. There are little quirks about this game that kind of bug me but all around is a solid game. Critics
and even the gamers here need to revaluate the ratings for this after the fixes have been made. I'd give this a 7\/10 on the fun
scale an hour into this. I will be continuing this one further and update but I just had to show a little love for a game that has
seen very little.
-RoX

A little update:
Added music
Changed background
You can receive reward every 15 mins and it gives more points. Achivments:
We desided to add 999 achivments to this game. As soon as possible I will add pictures and rename one. How to unlock? Just
play time. It takes 30-45 min. Hope you will like it, And I will add new achivments to my new game. Peace
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